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Figure S1. Correlation plots for the NDACC measurements vs. MOPITT NIR products for pixels over land measurements.
Figure S2. Temporal evolution of NDACC and TCCON bias corresponding Fig. S1.
Figure S3. Correlation plots for the NDACC measurements vs. MOPITT TIR products for pixels over land measurements.
Figure S4. Correlation plots for the NDACC measurements vs. MOPITT TIR products for pixels over water measurements.
Figure S5. Temporal evolution of NDACC bias corresponding Fig. S3.
**Figure S6.** Temporal evolution of NDACC bias corresponding Fig. S4.
Figure S7. Correlation plots for the NDACC measurements vs. MOPITT joint products for pixels over land measurements.
Figure S8. Correlation plots for the NDACC measurements vs. MOPITT joint products for pixels over water measurements.
Figure S9. Temporal evolution of NDACC bias corresponding Fig. S7.
Figure S10. Temporal evolution of NDACC bias corresponding Fig. S8.
Bias and trend results between TCCON and MOPITT measurements

Figure S11. Correlation plots for the TCCON measurements vs. MOPITT NIR products for pixels over land measurements.
Figure S12. Temporal evolution of TCCON and TCCON bias corresponding Fig. S11.
Figure S13. Correlation plots for the TCCON measurements vs. MOPITT TIR products for pixels over land measurements.
Figure S14. Correlation plots for the TCCON measurements vs. MOPITT TIR products for pixels over water measurements.
Figure S15. Temporal evolution of TCCON bias corresponding Fig. S13.
Figure S16. Temporal evolution of TCCON bias corresponding Fig. S14.
Figure S17. Correlation plots for the TCCON measurements vs. MOPITT joint products for pixels over land measurements.
Figure S18. Correlation plots for the TCCON measurements vs. MOPITT joint products for pixels over water measurements.
Figure S19. Temporal evolution of TCCON bias corresponding Fig. S17.
Figure S20. Temporal evolution of TCCON bias corresponding Fig. S18.